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Abstract

Like a Rolling Circle - Developing In-situ genotyping of
chromosomal barcodes in the  DuMPLING method

Fabian Svahn

DuMPLING is a newly developed high-throughput method to study single-
cell phenotypes in a pooled and barcoded library using a microfluidic 
chip. The chip enables parallel biophysical measurements of single 
cells, after which in-situ genotyping connects the cells to a certain 
strain of the library. The method has been previously applied with a 
barcoded library, where genotyping was performed on barcodes present 
on high copy number plasmids. In this project, I apply and develop 
the Rolling Circle Amplification method to amplify the signal from 
barcodes present on the E. coli chromosome. A small library 
containing three different chromosomal barcodes is investigated. Very 
high efficiency of signal generation is achieved for the first 
barcode, good efficiency is achieved for the second, and no signal is 
achieved for the third. Genotyping is also successfully performed on 
a strain with two different barcodes present on the chromosome. The 
genotyping method described herein can be applied to screen for 
additional barcodes that may be incorporated in a larger library that 
in turn can be used to ask important biological questions, for 
example using the high throughput DuMPLING method.
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Like a Rolling Circle  
Developing In-situ genotyping of chromosomal barcodes in the 

DμMPLING method 

Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Fabian Svahn 

DμMPLING-metoden är en ny metod som med hjälp av ett mikrofluidiskt chip på ett 
kraftfullt sätt studerar hur olika genetiska variationer kan påverka en viss egenskap. 
Det finns stor potential i vad man väljer att studera med denna metod, till exempel 
hur olika genetiska variationer påverkar bakteriers förmåga att anpassa sig till 
antibiotika. För detta använder man ett så kallat ”bibliotek” av celler, med olika 
celltyper som på något sätt skiljer sig från varandra. I DμMPLING-metoden blandas 
biblioteket och alla celltyper studeras samtidigt i ett enda experiment, utan vetskap 
om cellernas genom under mätningen. Sedan, efter att egenskaperna mätts, 
identifieras de studerade cellerna i en process som kallas genotypning. 
Genotypningen har tidigare genomförts genom att först sätta in små separata bitar av 
DNA, ”plasmider”, som läses av till RNA i cellerna, så kallade ”barcodes” eller 
streckkoder. Om man tillsätter olika självlysande prober som känner igen RNA-
molekylerna så kan cellerna identifieras i mikroskopet genom att cellerna lyser i olika 
färger. Mitt arbete går ut på att försöka få till samma process, där skillnaden är att 
”barcode”-sekvenserna sitter på själva kromosomen i cellerna som studeras. 
Eftersom plasmiderna som använts tidigare kan vara väldigt många i antal, resulterar 
det i en stark signal när cellerna skall indentifieras i genotypningen. När de barcodes 
som används i stället är en del av själva kromosomen, blir signalen alldeles för liten 
för att kunna läsas av i mikroskopet. Då krävs det en metod för att först förstärka 
signalen innan den kan läsas av. I detta projekt visar jag att ”Rolling circle 
amplification”-metoden kan appliceras för att förstärka signalen från barcodes som 
sitter på kromosomerna i de studerade cellerna. Metoden går ut på att, genom en 
sekvens av enzymatiska reaktioner, skapa många kopior av alla barcodes i ett stort 
nystan. Det medför att de självlysande detektionsprober man tillsätter kan binda 
väldigt många på samma plats, vilket gör signalen tillräckligt stark för att läsas av i 
mikroskopet. En stor fördel med att ha sina barcodes på kromosomen i stället för på 
de separata plasmiderna är att cellerna blir mindre påverkade, vilket annars kan 
påverka resultatet när man studerar olika egenskaper. Den framgångsrika 
amplifieringsmetod som påvisas i denna rapport kan därför användas för att 
applicera DμMPLING-metoden på bibliotek av celler som är märkta på kromosomen i 
stället för med plasmider vilket ger starkare svar på olika biologiska frågor. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 The DμMPLING method 

A novel method seeks to bridge the gap between live-cell imaging and rapid advances within 
large-scale genomic engineering (Wang et al. 2009, Garst et al. 2017, Otoupal et al. 2017) by 
enabling parallel biophysical measurements of thousands of different strains. The method, 
called DμMPLING (Dynamic μ-fluidic microscopy-based phenotyping of a library before in 
situ genotyping) (Lawson et al. 2017), consists of a microfluidic chip where strains from a 
pooled library are spatially segregated within cell traps (Fig. 1). Imaging determines the 
single-cell phenotypes, without information of the cell genotype. This is then followed by in-
situ genotyping of cells in the chip (Fig. 2). The DμMPLING method is widely applicable; 
theoretically any type of phenotypic library may be screened in a high throughput setting.  

 

Figure 1. A phase contrast image (100x magnification) of cells inside the traps of the microfluidic chip. The patterned 
white dots constitute positional barcodes. The empty channels to the left of the barcodes are present for background 
removal. 
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Figure 2. A) Single-cell phenotypes are measured over as many generations as wanted, followed by B) genotyping 
which identifies the genotype of the cells in each trap based on fluorescent signals. 

Different proof-of-concept applications are currently being explored, with one being the 
determination of a time-resolved E. coli chromosome structure. In principle, this is done 
through the monitoring of distances between pairs of labeled loci over time and combining 
them into a 4D map. The phenotyping of the different cells (with different chromosomal 
positions labeled) therefore consists of loci position determination through live-cell imaging. 
The following genotyping should connect the measured phenotype to a specific genotype. In 
the case where the chromosome structure is studied, it should connect a measured distance to 
two labeled loci on the chromosome. Successfully building a chromosomal structure with 
high spatial- and temporal resolution would allow for further understanding of the structure-
function relationship of the chromosome in a way that is impossible with coarser methods 
such Hi-C on bulk samples and allows one to ask questions such as to what extent 
chromosomal dynamics regulate biological output. 

Another application of the DμMPLING method is the study and development of fluorescent 
protein maturation. The formation of the chromophore in the proteins, known as chromophore 
maturation, is often the rate-limiting step for fluorescence to occur (Chudakov et al. 2010). 
Some studies require rapidly maturing fluorescent proteins. Chudakov et al. note among other 
examples the labeling of proteins with short lifetimes, and the detection of promoter 
activation as situations where very fast maturation is required. By creating a large library with 
randomized amino acids flanking chromophore regions in a fluorescent protein and measuring 
the fluorescent protein maturation time post-induction, novel rapidly maturing fluorescent 
protein variants may be discovered. Optimizing fluorescent proteins has been done previously 
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(Bevis & Glick 2002, Sörensen et al. 2003), but not in the high-throughput setting enabled by 
the DμMPLING method. 
 
The two applications mentioned above, that is the study of chromosomal dynamics in E.coli 
and the optimization of maturation times for fluorescent proteins, are but two examples of 
what is made possible by the DµMPLING method. As stated, any type of library-screening is 
possible in a high throughput live-cell setting. 

The DμMPLING method has been successfully applied and published previously to study the 
implications for replication and division cycles in a CRISPR knockdown library of 235 genes 
(Camsund et al. 2020).  However, the genotyping step consisted of fluorescent in-situ 
hybridization (FISH) of probes to RNA transcripts of 20 base pair long barcode sequences 
present on high copy number plasmids, resulting in a lot of genotyping signal readout.  

The use of chromosomal barcodes instead of plasmids removes the need to maintain a 
selection pressure on the cells, which could affect the measured phenotype or otherwise 
reduce the stability of the library. However, since the copy number of a chromosomal barcode 
is at most a few copies, the genomic barcodes give a much lower signal readout compared to a 
high copy number plasmid. Therefore, one must amplify the barcode signal to be able to 
interpret the genotypes of the cells studied.  

Previous attempts to achieve sufficient chromosomal barcode signal amplification have been 
performed, based on loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) and amplification 
through the use of peptide nucleic acids (PNA) combined with padlock probes and subsequent 
rolling circle amplification (RCA) (Nicole Eger 2021). Both methods targeted the DNA 
barcodes directly but failed to amplify the barcodes properly and specifically. In this project, 
the RCA method is instead applied directly on RNA transcribed from the barcodes. 

1.2 Rolling circle amplification 

Rolling circle amplification can be summarily described as a sequence of reaction steps that 
allow for the local amplification of a target sequence through circularization of 
oligonucleotide padlock probes. See figure 3 for a schematic chain of events. Padlock probes 
(PLP) have target-complementary sequences at each end of the oligo that hybridize to the 
target barcode sequence in a head-to-tail fashion (Nilsson et al. 1994). Upon ligation of the 
open gap, a “circle” is formed, which allows for continuous replication of the padlock probe 
using the strand replacing Phi29 polymerase (Banér et al. 1998). By adding a marker to the 
padlock probe sequence, such as a binding site for a fluorescent probe, a target-specific signal 
is achieved (Larsson et al. 2004). 
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Figure 3. A schematic figure of the amplification pathway. 

The first step is transcribing the chromosomal barcode into RNA, using T7 RNA polymerase. 
Through hybridization of the padlock probes to the transcribed RNA, a DNA-RNA duplex is 
formed with a gap between the 3’ and 5’ ends of the PLP. This gap is then ligated by SplintR 
ligase (New England Biolabs), a commercially available ligase with excellent DNA-RNA 
duplex ligase activity. Following the ligation of the PLP, RCA primers are added with affinity 
to the ligated PLP. The primers are not strictly necessary, but enhance the activity of the 
Phi29 polymerase, which continually replicates the PLP. The polymerase has excellent 
strand-replacing activity, and “rolls” along the “circle” of the padlock probe, creating multiple 
copies of the PLP, and thereby multiple binding sites for fluorescent probes, which are flowed 
through the chip in the final step. The Phi29 polymerase has a rate of 2280 nt/min at 30°C, 
which would theoretically mean more than 1710 binding sites for the fluorescent probes per 
cell after 2 hours of incubation (Soengas et al. 1995). This should result in a bright spot, 
ideally in each cell.  

The DµMPLING method involves a pooled genetically homogenous library, but the traps 
themselves only contain one strain per trap due to the mother machine configuration of the 
chip. This means that in theory, a sufficient level of amplification results in a minimum of one 
clear signal per trap row, as the signal would identify the genotype of not only the cell in 
question, but the whole trap in which the cell is present. However, if the protocol is evaluated 
for a single barcoded strain in the chip and only results in this lower limit of RCP (RCA 
product) generation, the RCP generation would not be efficient enough to identify the strain 
in a large, pooled library, since there will be a very small number of traps containing the cells 
in question compared to the eight thousand traps when genotyping a single strain. In other 
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words, when evaluating the RCA protocol chemistry using a single strain, one should aim for 
as much RCP generation as possible so that genotypes may be identified also for cells 
represented in small amounts.  

A robust method for genotyping chromosomal barcodes would enable the transition from 
plasmid-based to genomic libraries in any library screening study that you may think of. In 
this thesis, the signal readout from chromosomal barcodes is amplified through the use of 
rolling circle amplification (RCA) directly on RNA.  

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Microfluidics 

2.1.1 Chip design  
The microfluidic chip design is based on previous work by Baltekin et al. (2017). The chip 
consists of two channels, the front channel and the back channel, with the only connection 
between channels being the cell “traps” (Fig. 4). The traps contain small restrictions at the 
side facing the back channels, which hinder cells from exiting the traps while allowing for 
media to pass through. The front channel divides in two, separated by a wall. These two front 
channels each pass alongside two different trap rows, each row containing 20 trap blocks and 
each block containing 20 traps and an empty trap with restrictions in both ends for 
background removal. This results in 8000 traps in total.  

If cells are flowed into the chip from a front channel inlet with a pressure in the front channel 
greater than the back channel, the cells will try to pass through the traps and get stuck. Since 
media can still pass through the traps, they may grow and divide within the traps. Eventually, 
they will push each other out of the traps as they divide, which means that growing the cells 
on the chips for a sufficiently long time will result in traps containing only daughter cells of 
the first cell that entered the trap. This setup allows for pooled libraries to be flowed into the 
chip with the end result being traps filled with only one strain of the library. Moreover, the 
chip allows for the exchange of media and delivery of different mixtures for phenotyping or 
genotyping. There are several design variants with the same core principle used, most 
differing only in the width of the traps. In this report, the chip used has 1250 nm wide traps 
and a newly designed side channel that runs along the bottom of the traps, increasing media 
flow through the traps without enlarging the traps themselves (Fig. 4). 
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Figure 4. A schematic view of the traps, seen from top and bottom-side views. Illustration used with permission from 
Ruben Soares (Stockholm University, Mats Nilsson laboratory). 

2.1.2 Making the chips 
To make the microfluidic chips, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Silicon Elastomer Kit, 
Sylgard 184) is mixed with a curing agent at a ratio of 1:10. In my case, I use 45g of PDMS 
together with 4.5 g of the cross-linking curing agent. The two are mixed for one hour, after 
which they are centrifuged to get rid of air bubbles. The PDMS is then poured onto the wafer 
laying in aluminum foil in a glass dish. The wafer will imprint the structures of the chip 
design into the PDMS. The dish is then put inside a vacuum chamber to get rid of air bubbles 
for a minimum of 2x10 minutes, letting the air escape in between vacuum treatments. When 
the air has been removed, the foil with the wafer under the still liquid PDMS is lifted out of 
the dish and baked at 80-100 °C overnight. The next day, the foil is removed from the now 
solid PDMS, and the PDMS is carefully separated from the wafer. Next, the individual chips 
are cut out from the PDMS, and holes are punched in the wanted locations of the chip where 
tubing may later be connected to the chips. The holes punched in the chip design used herein 
are seen as black circles in figure 6. 
 
The chips with punched holes are cleaned in isopropanol and, together with microscope cover 
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glass slides, treated with plasma (Henniker Plasma). After the plasma treatment has finished, 
the PDMS chips are carefully placed upon the cover glass, where hydroxyl groups formed 
from methyl groups on the PDMS due to plasma treatment can covalently bind to the glass 
surface. The chips are checked for any unbonded areas and further baked in 80-100 °C for one 
hour. Chips can be stored in room temperature in a dust-free environment. Glassware used for 
chip making is prepared by mechanical washing with MilliQ water, followed by mechanical 
washing with 96% ethanol. The glass slides are then sonicated for 45 minutes in 2% 
Hellmanex before a final wash in MilliQ water. 

2.1.3 Pressure systems 
Three different pressure systems were used in this project. When loading chips with cells, 
pressure within the microfluidic system is controlled solely with the Microfluidic Flow 
Controller OB1 MK3 (Elveflow). Tubing connects the pressure pumps to tubes with media or 
solution and form the tubes to the chip. Air is pumped into the tubes, thus creating pressure 
which presses the liquid up through the tubing and out to the chip (Fig. 5A). 

During genotyping, the pressure is instead controlled with a syringe pump (New Era Pump 
Systems). The syringe volume is programmed into the pump, which then enables the 
specification of flow rates in microliter per minute (Fig. 5B). A third, alternative pressure 
setup is also used for genotyping, where the main inlet pressure is controlled using the syringe 
pump, combined with added counter pressure on the loading ports using the Elveflow system 
(Fig. 5C). In later experiments, tubing was also connected to the back channels to create 
further suction towards the back channel ports, which should increase the flow across the trap 
rows. 

In pressure system A and B (Fig.5A-B), set temperatures achieved using a built-in 
temperature control system which is part of the microscope setup. Temperature control while 
using the syringe pump on a bench is to use a QBD2 heating block (Grant) with a small petri 
dish filled with warm water in order to maintain humidity within the heating block. The chip 
is placed inside the block, and the heating block is covered in aluminum foil. 
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Figure 5. A schematic figure of the pressure setups. A) Elveflow system is used alone, connected to all ports during 
loading of cells into chips, as well as for fixation and permeabilization. B) Syringe pump is used alone to flow reagents 

or cells into the chip. 

2.1.4 Wetting, loading and fixation in the chip 
The chips were filled with liquid before running an experiment or filling them with cells. 
Liquid media (100 μM CaCl2, 200 mM MgSO4, 1x M9 salts, 0.4% glucose, 1x RPMI) was 
first pushed through the back channels (Fig. 6, 5-6), to clean the traps of any junk, dust or 
other unwanted objects. After the media is pushed through all traps, tubing is also connected 
to the main front channel inlet (Fig. 6, 1) and pressurized. Since both the back channels and 
the front channels are pressurized, any air that is trapped within the chip will be pushed out 
through the PDMS, as it is gas permeable. Since the two loading ports will be used to flow 
cells into the chip, it is important to get rid of air that is present there (Fig. 6, 3-4). This can be 
done by connecting pressurized tubing and flowing media into the loading ports, which will 
push the air out of the ports since media from the main front channel and the back channel 
both push against the flow from the loading ports. When air is removed, cells may be flowed 
into the front channel from the loading ports. If the back-channel pressure is lower than the 
front channel pressure from the loading ports, the cells will get sucked into the traps. 
Counterpressure applied from the main front channel inlet will determine the speed at which 
the cell culture front moves across the front channel in the reverse direction (Fig. 6). When 
cells are present in the traps closest to the main front channel inlet, the flow is reversed by 
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removing the pressure on the loading ports. The cells present in the traps remain, since the 
back-channel pressure is much lower than the front channel pressure. The flow in the chip is 
now from the main front channel inlet to the back channel and loading ports, allowing the 
cells to remain in a constant state of exponential growth.  

Since the division of the front channel occurs close to the main inlet (Fig. 6, 1), cells flowed 
into the chip from the two loading ports (Fig. 6, 3-4) will not meet until after this point. It is 
therefore possible to load separate strains or pools of strains into the two trap rows if the flow 
is reversed before the cells reach the meeting point of the front channels. A timelapse movie 
of the loading can be seen in figure 7. 

Figure 6. A schematic figure of the microfluidic chip design used in this project. The black circles represent the ports 
where holes are punched during chip fabrication. 1) Main front channel inlet. 2) Other front channel ports, these 

ports are not used in this project. The black circles represent the ports where holes are punched during chip 
fabrication. 1) Main front channel inlet. 2) Other front channel ports, these ports are not used in this project. 3-4) 

Ports used for loading cells, also connected to the front channel of the chip. 5-6) Back channel ports, connected to the 
front channel only through the traps (green area in the middle of the chip). 7) Back channel port, not used in this 
project. Yellow areas in the port denote filter regions, where PDMS debris and other unwanted objects may get 

trapped. Illustration adapted with permission from figure S1.A (Baltekin et al. 2017). 
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Figure 7. 8 fps movie of cells flowing through the front channels and being sucked into the traps. Frames are imaged 
at an interval of one second, 20X magnification. 

The cells will continue to grow in the chip, for as long as media is flowed over the traps (Fig. 
8). After cells have grown enough so that the traps are filled to a satisfactory level, usually 
after approximately 2-3 hours, the cells are fixated with 4% formaldehyde in PBS for 10 
minutes, followed by a washing step with PBS for 10 minutes, and finally permeabilized with 
70% ethanol for 15-30 minutes (Fig. 9). The fixation and permeabilization steps are necessary 
so that enzymatic processes during the genotyping works.   
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Figure 8. Cells growing in the chip, 8 fps movie where each frame is taken at an interval of two minutes with 20X 
magnification. 
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Figure 9. Cells are permeabilized with 70% EtOH in the chip, movie at 8 fps with each frame is taken at a 10 second 
interval, 20X magnification. 

2.2 Strains 

Strain Description 

EL3001 
(BC1) 

Eco MG1655 INS[aslA-glmZ intergenic]PT7-BC1 

EL3002 Eco MG1655 INS[aslA-glmZ intergenic]PT7-BC2 

EL3019 
(BC2) 

Eco MG1655 araB::T7 rnap-tetA DELaraB INS[aslA-glmZ intergenic]PT7-BC2 

EL3021 
(BC3) 

Eco MG1655 araB::T7 rnap-tetA DELaraB INS[aslA-glmZ intergenic]PT7-BC3 

EL3022 
(BC3) 

Eco MG1655 araB::T7 rnap-tetA DELaraB INS[aslA-glmZ intergenic]PT7-BC3 

EL3066 
(BC1+2) 

Eco MG1655 INS[aslA-glmZ intergenic]PT7-BC1 INS[ygaY]PT7-BC2 

Table 1. E. coli strains with chromosomal barcodes used in this project. 
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2.3 Sequences 

Molecule 
5’-3’ 

Sequence 

BC1 mRNA TCTCTACACCTTTTTTAGGATGCTTTGTTTCAGGTGTATCAACCAATAATAG 
TCTGAATGTCATTGGTTGACCTTTGTACATTAATTTAA 

BC2 mRNA TACCGCATACGTCCTGAGGGAGAAAGTGGGGGATCTTCGGACCTCACGCT 
ATCAGATGAGCCTAGGTCGGATTAGCTAGTTGGTGGGGTAAAGGCCT 

BC3 mRNA TGGCCACGACCAGCTGGCTGGCAGTGACGAAAGTGAAATGGAGGACGAG 
GCTGAGCCCCCAGGGGCGCCCCCCGCGCCGCCTCCGTCCTAC 

PLP 1 TAAAAAAGGTGTAGAGGTGTATGCAGCTCCTCAGTAATAGTGTCTTACGG 
CATCACTGGTTACGTCTGCTGAAACAAAGCATCC 

PLP 2 AGGACGTATGCGGTGTGTATGCAGCAGTAGCCGTGACTATCGACTGGCAT 
CACTGGTTACGTCTGCCACTTTCTCCCTC 

PLP 3 AGCTGGTCGTGGCCA TGCATCACTGGTTACGTCTCTGCGTCTATTTAGTGG 
AGCCTCGTCACTGCCAGCC 

BC1  CGCGTTTGGAGATTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGATCTCTACACCTTTTTTAGGA
TGCTTTGTTTCAGGTGTATCAACCAATAATAGTCTGAATGTCATTGGTTGACCTTT
GTACATTAATTTAAGGGAGGACTCCCACAGTCACTGGGGAGTCCTCGAATACGAG
CTGGGCACAGAAGATATGGCTTCGTGCCCAGGAAGTGTTCGCACTTCTCTCGTATT
CGATTCCCCTAGCATAACCCCTTGGGGCCTCTAAACGGGTCTTGAGGGGTTTTTTG
AGAATTCGCTGATGGTTAAA 

Detection 
oligos 
BC1 

TCCTCAGTAATAGTGTCTTACTTTT-Cy3 

TCCTCAGTAATAGTGTCTTACTTTT-Cy5 

Detection 
oligo 
BC2 

AGTAGCCGTGACTATCGACTTTTT-Cy5 

Detection 
oligo 
BC3 

TGCGTCTATTTAGTGGAGCCTTTT-AF488 

Common 
detection oligo 

GCATCACTGGTTACGTCTTTTT-Texas Red 

Table 2. Sequences of barcode RNA and RCA oligonucleotides used in this project. 
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2.4 Microscopy 

2.4.1 Equipment 
Two different microscopes are used in this project. For imaging, loading cells or performing 
an RCA experiment, Nikon Ti2-E inverted microscope is used with 20-100x Plan Apo 
Lambda objectives (Nikon). Filter cubes for Cy3, Cy5, Alexa488 and Hoechst stain (DAPI) 
are used for fluorescent imaging.  

2.4.2 Imaging 
Images were captured by taking 100 m, 350 ms and 450 ms snapshots of different positions in 
the chip for Cy5, Cy3 and Alexa488 fluorescent channels, respectively. Perfect focus system 
(PFS) (Nikon) was used to maintain focus during imaging. In cases were Z-stack imaging was 
performed, 8 snapshots with a 0.2 uM step size were taken and combined using maximum 
intensity projection (MIP). 

2.5 Barcode genotyping using rolling circle amplification 

The protocol has been developed by Ruben Soares (Stockholm University, Mats Nilsson 
laboratory) using the experimental setup shown in figure XB. The sequences of all oligos 
used for the genotyping can be seen in supplementary materials 1.  

2.5.1 Genotyping using the syringe pump only 
Chips used for the genotyping were either loaded with cells and fixated in preparation (see 
2.1.4) or loaded with cells fixated in bulk.  

When fixating cells in bulk, LB media was inoculated from a glycerol stock, grown overnight 
at 37°C with 250 rpm shaking followed by a 1:400 dilution in m9 glucose RPMI media (100 
uM CaCl2, 200 mM MgSO4, 1x M9 salts, 0.4% glucose, 1x RPMI) and grown for 3.5h at 
37°C and 250 rpm shaking. Cells were then spun down at 4°C and 4500g for 5 minutes and 
resuspended and incubated in 14% formaldehyde in PBS buffer for 15 minutes, followed by 
centrifugation at 4°C, 400g for 8 minutes and resuspension in PBS. The cells were then spun 
at 4°C and 600g for 3.5 minutes and resuspended in 70% ethanol. Cells were then stored in  
-20°C until used in a genotyping experiment.  

Before flowing bulk-fixated cells into empty chip the chip was wetted with 85 mg/L Pluronics 
in MilliQ water at 2 ul/min until no air was visible. When loading the bulk-fixated cells, they 
are spun down and resuspended in 30 ul PBST 0.1%. The 30 ul is flowed into the chip at 2 
ul/min. For preloaded chips, they are wetted with PBST 0.1% (PBS buffer, 0.1% Tween 20) 
at 2 ul/min before the start of the experiment.  

The following steps are identical for preloaded chips and chips loaded with bulk-fixated cells 
at the start of the experiment. All steps are performed at 37°C. The chip is first treated with 
250 ug/ml lysozyme in PBST 0.1% at 1 ul/min for 10 minutes, followed by 1x Blocker 
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BSA™ (ThermoFischer Scientific) in PBST 0.1% at 1 ul/min for 10 minutes. Barcode RNA 
was transcribed by flowing a mix of 2 U/ul T7 RNA polymerase, 1X transcription buffer 
(ThermoFischer Scientific), 2mM rNTPs, 6mM MgCl2, 0.1% Tween 20 (v/v), 5% glycerol, 1 
U/ul Riboprotect (Blirt) at 0.5 ul/min for 2h. Padlock probes were hybridized to the transcripts 
by flowing 2x SSC buffer, 5% ethylene carbonate, 15 mM MgCl2, 0.1% Tween 20 (v/v), 100 
nm PLP unless otherwise specified and 1 U/ul Riboprotect at 1 ul/min for 30 minutes. 
Hybridized PLPs were ligated by flowing 1x SplintR buffer (New England Biolabs), 0.5 U/ul 
SplintR ligase (New England Biolabs), 5% glycerol, 0.1% Tween 20 (v/v),1 U/ul Riboprotect 
at 0.75 ul/min for 1h. RCA primers were hybridized to the ligated padlock probes by flowing 
2x SSC buffer, 5% ethylene carbonate, 15 mM MgCl2, 0.1% Tween 20 (v/v), 1.25% glycerol, 
100 nM RCA primer at 1 ul/min for 30 minutes. Amplification of the padlock probe was 
performed by flowing 1x Phi29 buffer (Monserrate), 1U/ul Phi29 polymerase (Monserrate), 
5% glycerol, 0.2 ug/ul BSA at 0.5 ul/min for 2h. RCPs were fluorescently labeled by flowing 
100 nm detection oligo(s), 2x SSC buffer, 20% formamide, 10 uM Hoechst Stain 33342 at 1 
ul/min for 30 minutes. Equal concentrations of probes and primers were used when 
genotyping pooled strains or dual barcode strains. 

2.5.2 Genotyping using the syringe pump combined with the Elveflow system 
The genotyping using the syringe pump combined with the Elveflow system was performed 
as in 2.5.1, except that a counter pressure is applied to the two loading ports (Fig.6 3-4) to 
further direct flow over the trap rows. The enzymatic steps are also performed at 30 °C 
instead of 37 °C. The applied flow rate is based on the observed flow within the chip and 
therefore requires the genotyping to be performed under a microscope. The applied counter 
pressure varies between experiments, with the goal being to retain a steady flow in the right 
direction, while adding some counter pressure to further direct it over the traps. Since the 
actual pressure inside the chips depends on multiple factors, including but not limited to the 
tubing system and the chip itself, it is very difficult to give a specific counter pressure in 
mBar that will work for each flow rate setting on the syringe pump. However, the counter 
pressure applied is consistently within the range of 20 to 120 mbar. The syringe pump settings 
are the same as for 2.5.1. 

2.5.3 Genotyping on cover glass  
LB media is inoculated from a glycerol stock, grown overnight at 37°C with 250 rpm shaking 
followed by a 1:400 dilution in m9 glucose RPMI media (100 uM CaCl2, 200 mM MgSO4, 
1x M9 salts, 0.4% glucose, 1x RPMI) and grown for 3.5h at 37°C and 250 rpm shaking. 
Glassware is streaked with 300 ul poly-l-lysine and incubated at RT for 30 minutes, then 
rinsed with PBS buffer and air dried. 200 ul bacterial culture is then streaked on the glassware 
and left to adhere for 30 minutes. The glass is then submerged in 4% formaldehyde in PBS for 
15 minutes, followed by washing in PBS and finally submerged in 70% ethanol for 30 
minutes. The glass slides are then air dried and stored in -20°C until used in a genotyping 
experiment. During genotyping, a secure seal is adhered to an area of the glass with fixated 
cells present. 50 ul of the reaction solutions are pipetted into the secure seal, and the secure 
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seal is washed with 50 ul PBS when changing solution. Tape is adhered on top of the secure 
seal to prevent evaporation. The glass slide is placed within the heat block for temperature 
control, as described in 2.4.1.  

2.5.4 Stripping and reprobing of EL3066 
Stripping and reprobing was performed on a chip 72 hours after the original genotyping, with 
the chip stored in 4°C. This was done by flowing 65% formamide, 5X SSC buffer, 0.1% 
Tween at 1 ul/min for 30 minutes. Reprobing was performed similarly to the original probing. 
Primary stripping was followed by reprobing with Cy5 detection oligo for BC1, followed by 
another round of stripping, followed by reprobing with Cy3 detection oligo for BC2.  

2.6 Image analysis 

The purpose of the image analysis is to quantify the number of RCPs (RCA products) that are 
generated during the genotyping protocol. Imaging data is analyzed manually with native 
thresholding and particle counting methods within Fiji (Schindelin et al. 2012). Raw images 
are cropped, rotated, and converted to RGB from 32-bit format (Fig. 10 A). Following the 
format conversion, the images are color thresholded (Fig. 10 B-C) and particles are counted 
using the default particle analysis method (Fig. 10 D), with pixel area cut-offs. The process is 
to some extent more qualitative than absolutely quantitative, due to the amount of user input 
which influences the analysis pipeline. Furthermore, one does not consider the population of 
cells in the traps when quantifying the RCPs. A chip with filled trap rows will display more 
signal than a chip with many empty traps, which will result in variations between experiments 
that do not relate to the chemistry. However, an absolute quantification of the RCA products 
is not necessary, one simply wants to evaluate the general performance of the protocol of the 
genotyping. When imaging the chips, some areas may suffer from artifacts, being out of focus 
or other various events that cause parts of images to be unusable or unquantifiable. In the 
analysis these areas are excluded from the quantification. If areas of a position are excluded 
the analysis would show a lower RCP count even if the overall performance is the same. 
Therefore, to compare different positions in the chip fairly one can look at RCP count per trap 
block, or trap area (TA) instead of simply using an absolute RCP quantity per position. 

For high RCP quantities, further analysis of the imaging data consists of calculating the 
efficiency for which traps display at least one clear RCP signal. This is done manually by 
counting the number of empty and populated but silent traps for each trap block in the image. 
The efficiency is then simply calculated by 

(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃)
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

 

where Pt equals the total number of populated traps over all trap blocks, and St equals the 
total number of populated traps without any signal. This metric gives more relevant 
information than looking at only the RCP count, since 100% efficiency with only one RCP 
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per trap is a very low RCP count in general, but theoretically enough for complete genotyping 
in a mother machine experiment.   
 

 

 

Figure 10. A) Raw fluorescent images are rotated and area to be quantified is cropped and converted to RGB B) The 
color thresholding function in FIJI is used to select only fluorescent signal. C) Color thresholding highlights areas 

above the threshold D) The native particle analysis function in FIJI is used to count particles of a certain size (note for 
example that the two channels in the middle are above the threshold but removed due to the size cutoff in the particle 

analysis). 
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3 Results 
Genotyping was performed on the small library of barcoded strains currently available. Very 
efficient RCP generation was achieved for BC1 through directing the flow over the traps with 
counter pressure. Increasing the duration the cells are incubated with Phi29 polymerase does 
not with certainty improve the genotyping efficiency. Promising results were shown for BC2 
in pooled experiments and the dual barcode strain, but not when genotyped alone. Virtually 
signal was achieved for BC3. Strains with dual barcodes, BC1 and BC2, were able to generate 
RCPs for both barcodes with a signal ratio similar to the quantity of RCPs yielded from the 
single barcode variants when genotyped in a pool. Positive and negative controls show that 
the chemistry works well outside the microfluidic chip, and that the WT strain EL330 does 
not generate RCP, even when performed outside the microfluidic chip. Increasing PLP 
concentration and hybridizing PLP to barcode transcripts at RT increased the efficiency of 
BC2 signal. The temperature needed to achieve good RCP generation depends on which 
experimental setup is used,  

3.1 Performance of the RCA protocol on glass slides 

The RCA protocol chemistry when performed on cover glass slides has consistently worked 
well prior to this project and would serve as a proof that the actual chemistry is working in 
situ and that any problems with RCP generation is due to the strains, probe- and primer 
sequences or the behavior of the chemistry within the microfluidic chip. This glass slide 
control experiment was performed on EL3001, containing barcode 1, and EL330, containing 
no barcode sequence. The experiments showed that the RCA protocol chemistry works, and 
that RCP generation is specific to the barcoded strain. 

3.1.1 EL3001 on glass slides – BC1 positive control 
The RCA protocol works well on EL3001 (BC1) (Fig. 11). This verifies that very low RCP 
quantities is rather due to the behavior of the chemistry within the microfluidic chip. 
Although not at 100% efficiency, many cells display large RCP dots. 
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Figure 11. Two positions of a EL3001 glass slide imaged with phase contrast and Cy3. 
 

3.1.2 EL330 on glass slides – negative control 
The RCA protocol was performed in parallel on a cover glass, using strain EL330 as a 
negative control, as described in 2.4.3 (Fig. 12). Hoechst stain at a final concentration of 10 
uM was added to see the cells more clearly. Almost no RCP generation could be detected on 
any position, a faint dot can be seen in the topmost position. 

 

Figure 12. Two positions of a EL330 glass slide imaged with phase contrast, Cy3 and Hoechst stain 33242. 
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3.2 Performance of the on-chip RCA genotyping protocol at the start of 
the project 

Previous optimal result using EL3001 (BC1) in the 1250 nm side channel chip, achieved by 
Ruben Soares in Stockholm before the start of this project. Chips are pressurized in 
Stockholm using the same syringe pressure pump and heating block that are used here. RCP 
quantity in the best position was 352 RPCs in total (Fig. 13). Efficiency not calculated. 
Penetration into the traps is limited, resulting in a majority of RCPs being present in the cells 
closest to the front channels. This result shows that genotyping directly on RNA works and 
serves as a reference point for this project in terms of what result to aim for as a baseline, 
when applying the same protocol in Uppsala.  

 

 

Figure 13. 20x composite image of EL3001 after genotyping, imaged with hoechst stain (blue) and Cy3 (yellow). 
Illustration used with permission from Ruben Soares (Stockholm University, Mats Nilsson laboratory). 

3.2.1 Performance of the protocol in Uppsala  
Optimal performance of the standard protocol (2.4.1) was performed together with Ruben 
Soares at Uppsala. EL3001 was genotyped using the same pressure setup as Fig. 5A. The 
RCP quantity was 335 RCP in total Efficiency was calculated to 38.7% (Fig. 14). No 
efficiency is calculated for the best Stockholm result, but the RCP quantities are similar. 
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Figure 14. 20X composite image of EL3001. Phase (blue), Cy3 BC1 oligo (yellow). 

3.3 RCA protocol optimization 

Achieving RCP generation in Uppsala comparable to the results from Stockholm proved 
difficult, various methods were employed with the intent of enhancing the RCP generation 
within the chip, primarily applied on EL3001 (BC1). Increased RCP generation was 
ultimately best achieved through the use of counter pressure using the Elveflow system. 

3.3.1 Increased lysozyme digestion 
Increasing lysozyme digestion with the goal of creating a “wireframe” structure inside the 
traps should increase flow within the traps which might help increase RCP generation. Two 
1250 nm side channel chips were run in parallel, one with a standard 10-minute lysozyme 
digestion incubation time, and the other with 60 minutes. The results did not indicate that 
increased lysozyme digestion helped RCP generation. Best positions from 10- and 60-minutes 
show 339 (Fig. 15 A) and 371 (Fig. 15 B) RCPs respectively, no significant change for the 
adjusted protocol. Although a slight increase in RCP quantity, more replicates would be 
needed to say anything significant. The increase does not justify extending the protocol for 
one hour, the genotyping protocol should be as short as possible.  
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Figure 15. 20x composite images of EL3001 in both trap rows with A) 10 min lysozyme digestion, B) 60 min lysozyme 
digestion. Phase (blue), Cy3 (yellow). 

3.3.2 Increased RCA incubation time 
Increasing the Phi29 amplification time would not in theory increase the actual quantity of 
RCPs, but would increase the size of those already formed, making them more readily 
detectable. The reference time is two hours, and two experiment were performed with 
adjusted Phi29 incubation times. Experiment one was performed with four chips with 
incubation times of one to four hours (one incubation time per chip). All chips were preloaded 
with strain EL3001 (BC1) (Fig. 16). Experiment two was performed with three chips loaded 
with bulk-fixated cells at the start of the experiment, with Phi29 incubation times between 
two and four hours. Both experiments were performed using the syringe pump pressure setup, 
without any Elveflow counter pressure. See table 3for the RCP quantities of the four chips.  
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INCUBATION RCP (BEST 
POSITION) 

TRAP AREAS (TA) RPC/TA 

1H 1-2 per position - - 

2H  105  24 4.375 

3H  48 24 2 

4H  22 22 0.48 

Table 3. RCA product quantity for the first Phi29 incubation time extension experiment. 

 
All chips performed much worse than reference RCP quantity (Fig. 13). A one-hour 
incubation resulted essentially no signal at all, whereas the overall trend did not show an 
increased RCP count with increased incubation time, but rather best overall performance for 
2h. This is counterintuitive, as the increased incubation time should allow for smaller, 
previously undetectable RCPs to become larger and more visible. Uneven staining could be 
seen for all chips (Fig. 16), with large differences in background signal between front- and 
back channels as well as between the two front channels. This points to uneven flow between 
the front channels, and overall low flow over the traps. 

 

Figure 16. Raw fluorescence (Cy3) images of A) EL3001 with 1h Phi29 incubation, B) 2h incubation, C) 3h incubation, 
D) 4h incubation. 
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Results from experiment two do not agree with experiment one in terms of overall trend. See 
table 4 for the quantities of RCPs. Experiment two points to an increase in detectable RCP 
count with increased Phi29 incubation time. The overall RCP count is still lower than the 
reference experiment. However, the chips were loaded with bulk-fixated cells at the start of 
the experiment. This always results in generally lower population of cells inside the traps 
compared to manual preloading, which will affect the absolute RCP quantity. It is the relative 
difference between the chips that is interesting. Experiment 2 also resulted in uneven staining, 
especially for the chips with 2 and 3h incubation times. It is therefore unclear if the superior 
performance of the chip where the Phi29 amplification was incubated for 4h is due to superior 
flow over the traps or increased incubation, or both.  

INCUBATION RCP (BEST 
POSITION) 

TRAP AREAS (TA) RPC/TA 

2H  76 18 3.17 

3H  85 18 3.08 

4H  189 20 6.76 

Table 4. RCA product quantities for the second Phi29 incubation extension experiment, 

 

 

Figure 17. Raw fluorescence (Cy3) images of A) EL3001 with 2h Phi29 incubation, B) 3h incubation, C) 4h incubation. 
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3.3.3 Introducing counter pressure using the Elveflow pressure system 
This counter pressure method is described in 2.4.2. By adding tubing to the previously unused 
loading ports and applying a varying amount of counter pressure, more liquid is forced to 
flow over the traps. This resulted in a very significant improvement in terms of RCP quantity. 
RCPs in the best position was quantified to 672 over 22 TA, meaning 30.54 RCP/TA (Fig. 
18). The average RCP count for all positions was 604.5, with an average of 27.33 RCP/TA 
across all positions. The efficiency was calculated to 0.916, meaning that 92% of all traps 
contain at least one detectable RCP. A replicate was performed, using the same setup and 
counter pressure strategy. RCPs in the best position was quantified to 614 RCP over 22 TA, 
meaning 27.9 RCP/TA (Fig. 19). Efficiency was calculated to 92.4%. Since introducing 
counter pressure proved to be a major factor in increasing RCP generation, it was applied in 
all experiments after this one. See table 5 for RCP quantities and efficiencies. 

 

Figure 18. 20x composite image of the best performer from experiment 1. Phase (blue) and cy3 (yellow). 
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Figure 19. 20x composite image of the best performer from experiment 2. Phase (blue) and cy3 (yellow). 

 

EXPERIMENT RCP (BEST 
POSITION) 

RCP/TA EFFICIENCY 

1 672 30.54 91.6% 

2 614 27.9 92.4% 

Table 5. RCA product quantity and efficiency for the two EL3001 (BC1) genotyping expeirments performed with 
Elveflow counter pressure. 

3.4 Genotyping of a dual barcode strain with two rounds of stripping 

The dual barcode strain EL3066 contains both barcode 1 and barcode 2 on different loci on 
the chromosome. Genotyping was performed using the pressure system with Elveflow counter 
pressure on a chip with the dual barcode strain loaded in both trap rows. RCP quantity of 
barcode 1 was even higher than for the single barcode 1 strain EL3066, whereas the signal for 
barcode 2 was comparable to reference quantities. The best position was quantified to 969 
RCP over 24 TA = 40.375 RCP/TA for barcode 1, and 447 RCP over 24 TA = 18.625 
RCP/TA for barcode 2. Figure 20 shows a 100x magnification with some overlap between the 
signals. This means that a single cell can generate an RCP for two different barcodes 
simultaneously, although a minority of the BC2 signal is overlapping with signal from BC1. If 
BC2 had a higher RCP quantity, the ratio of overlap within single cells could be more easily 
quantified. See table 6 for calculated efficiencies.  
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EL3066 RCP (BEST 
POSITION) 

RCP/TA EFFICIENCY 

BC1 969 40.375 100% 

BC2 447 18.625 64.1% 

Table 6. RCA product quantities and efficiencies for the two barcodes in the dual barcode EL3066 strain. 

 

 

Figure 20. 20x composite image of the best performer from genotyping of EL3066. Phase (blue), Cy3 (barcode 2, 
green), Cy5 (barcode 1, yellow). 

Since multiple rounds of labeling would be needed in an actual genotyping experiment to 
decode a large pool of heterogenous strains, RCPs must be able to withstand several rounds of 
stripping and reprobing. This was performed as described in 2.4.4. Figure 21 shows that the 
RCP signal is retained even after 72 hours of storage at 4 °C. Some residual BC1 signal 
remains after stripping and reprobing with Cy3 detection oligo for BC2 (Fig. 23). 
Superpositions of the BC1 (Fig. 24) and BC2 (Fig. 25) channels taken during the different 
rounds show that signal was retained after stripping and reprobing rounds.  
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Figure 21. 100x magnification composite image of EL3066 72 hours after genotyping and wash. Phase (blue), Cy3 
(barcode 2, green), Cy5 (barcode 1, yellow). 

 

Figure 22. 100x magnification image of EL3066 after stripping and reprobing with Cy5 detection oligo for BC1 
(yellow). 

 

 

Figure 23. 100x magnification image of EL3066 after stripping and reprobing with Cy3 detection oligo for BC2 
(green). 
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Figure 24. 100x Superposition of EL3066 Cy5 detection oligo before (blue) and after (yellow) stripping and reprobing. 

 

Figure 25. 100x Superposition of EL3066 Cy3 detection oligo before (red) and after (cyan) stripping and reprobing. 

3.5 Genotyping of barcode 2  

Strain EL3019 (BC2) was genotyped in both trap rows similarly as in 2.4.2. Temperature 
control in the Elveflow system was set to 37 °C. The RCP quantity was significantly less 
compared to BC1. The best position was quantified to 60 RCPs over 13 TA = 4.62 RCP/TA 
(Fig. 26). EL3019 contains endogenous T7 polymerase, which is not the case for EL3001, 
EL3002 or the dual barcode strain EL3066. Theoretically, if cryptic expression of T7 is 
occurring, there could be fixated polymerases on the T7 promotor in front of the barcode 
region, which would sterically hinder transcription during the genotyping. Another factor that 
may affect the result is that the temperature environment is very different between the 
different experimental setups. When using the heating block, the enzymatic solutions travel 
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through the microfluidic tubing in room temperature (RT), whereas they are constantly in a 
temperature-controlled environment when using the Elveflow system. This could lead to the 
enzymes being degraded before reaching the chip. 

 

Figure 26. 20X magnification composite image of EL3019 during genotyping. Phase (blue), Cy3 detection oligo for 
BC2 (yellow). 

3.6 Genotyping of barcode 3 

Strain EL3021 (BC3) preloaded in both trap rows was genotyped similarly as in 2.4.2. 
Temperature control in the Elveflow system was set to 37 °C. Very little signal was obtained, 
some small RCPs are visible, but faint (Fig. 27). When the signal is weak, it becomes difficult 
to distinguish from background through color thresholding. Note that this experiment was 
also performed at 37 °C using the Elveflow system and may therefore suffer from the same 
problems discussed in the genotyping of BC2 (3.5).  

 

Figure 27. 20X magnification composite image of EL3021 during genotyping. Phase (blue), Alexa488 detection oligo 
for BC3 (yellow). 
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3.7 Genotyping of pooled or parallel strains 

By pooling strains, or loading two different strains at the same time, genotyping may be 
performed on different strains simultaneously. Since probes and primers for the different 
barcodes are all present in the same solutions, genotyped strains serve as negative controls for 
each other. 

3.7.1 EL3066 in parallel with EL3022 
Strain EL3022 was genotyped in parallel with EL3066 similarly as in 2.4.2, one strain per trap 
row preloaded. Temperature was set to 30 °C. No signal obtained for BC3, whereas the BC1 
signal from EL3066 was calculated to 86.0%. The efficiency for BC2 was calculated to a 
mere 21.5%.  

 

 

Figure 28. 20X composite image of genotyped EL3022 (top row) and EL3066 (bottom row). Phase (blue), Cy5 (BC1, 
yellow), Cy3 (BC2, green), Alexa488 (BC3, magenta). 

3.7.2 EL3001 pooled with EL3002 in parallel to EL3022 
EL3001 (BC1) was pooled with EL3002 (BC2) and preloaded in parallel with EL3022 (BC3), 
with EL3022 in one trap row and the pooled strains in the other. Temperature control was set 
to 30 °C. Signal for BC1 was comparable to previous experiments, whereas the efficiency for 
BC2 was calculated to 44.5% (Fig. 29). The signal ratio between BC1 and BC2 was 
comparable to genotyping of dual barcodes, no signal was obtained for BC3. The experiment 
was not performed in a mother machine configuration, meaning that both strains may have 
cells in the same trap.  
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Figure 29. 20X composite image of genotyped EL3022 (top row) and a pool of EL3001 and EL3002 (bottom row). 
Phase (blue), Cy5 (BC1, yellow), Cy3 (BC2, green), Alexa488 (BC3, magenta). 

3.7.3 EL3001 in parallel with EL3002 with increased PLP concentration and RT 
hybridization 

It was hypothesized that increased PLP concentrations may lead to improved RCP quantities 
for BC2. By also lowering the hybridization temperature to room temperature, the annealing 
efficiency of the PLPs to the barcode transcripts should increase. However, lowering the 
hybridization temperature also confers lower specificity for the PLPs. Two experiments were 
performed at 30 and 37 °C. For each experiment, two chips were genotyped, one where the 
PLP concentration was increased and one where the PLP concentration was increased and 
hybridization was performed at RT. All chips contain two strains, EL3001 (BC1) preloaded in 
one trap row and EL3002 (BC2) preloaded in the other. They serve as negative controls for 
each other, giving information regarding specificity. At the same time, the changes in the 
protocol are evaluated based on the RCP quantities of the barcodes in their own trap rows. 
The Elveflow counter pressure setup was used for this experiment, with tubing connected also 
to the back channels. No signal was obtained for either barcode when genotyped at 37 °C 
(Fig. 30), for either of the chips. When genotyped at 30 °C (Fig. 31), the efficiency of BC2 
with 200 nm PLP concentration alone was calculated to 62.9%, very comparable to the 64.1% 
efficiency achieved for BC2 in the dual BC strain (3.4) and superior to the 44.5% efficiency 
calculated for BC2 in a pool of EL3001 and EL3002 (3.7.2). Hybridizing at RT further 
increased the efficiency to 83.2%. However, some air was accidentally introduced into the 30 
°C chip which should theoretically affect RCP count (and therefore efficiency) since any 
small bubbles in the trap entrances block the flow.  
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STRAIN PLP 
HYBRIDIZATION 

EFFICIENCY 

EL3001 (BC1) 30 °C 71.7% 

EL3001 (BC1) RT 91.4% 

EL3002 (BC2) 30 °C 62.9% 

EL3002 (BC2) RT 83.2% 

Table 7. RCP generation efficiency for EL3001 and EL3002 with 200 nm PLP and hybridized either at RT or 30 °C. 

 

 

 

Figure 30. 20X composite image of EL3001 (BC1) and EL3002 (BC2) with 200 nm PLP and PLP hybridization at A) 
37 °C, B) RT. Other steps were performed at 37 °C for both chips. 
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Figure 31. 20X composite image of EL3001 (BC1) and EL3002 (BC2) with 200 nm PLP and PLP hybridization at A) 
30 °C, B) RT. Other steps performed at 30 °C for both chips. Phase (blue), Cy3 (BC2, green), Cy5 (BC1, red). 
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4 Discussion 
The overall goal of the project has been achieved, in that RCA amplification of chromosomal 
barcodes was successfully implemented and improved upon. The most successful protocol 
optimization was achieved through changing the pressure applied to the chip, which increased 
the flow over the traps. Increasing the padlock probe concentration enhanced the performance 
of barcode 2. Performing additional replicates of the experiments investigating extended 
incubation with Phi29 and lysozyme is needed to draw strong conclusions. However, this is 
made redundant due to the success of the integrated Elveflow system. The creation of larger 
chromosomal libraries will hopefully lead to the discovery of more efficient barcodes that 
may be employed in a real DµMPLING experiment, at which point biological questions may 
be asked in a way that has not been possible before.  

4.1 Optimization of the RCA protocol 

The extension of the lysozyme incubation time did not significantly improve RCA generation, 
at least not enough to justify extending the protocol. However, only one experiment was 
performed. Due to the complexity of the microfluidic system and the biochemical processes, a 
lot of factors contribute to the final result of a genotyping experiment. Drawing conclusions 
from single experiments is therefore generally problematic. The same can be said for the 
extension of the Phi29 incubation time, where the two experiments performed did not agree 
with each other and significantly underperformed compared to the reference quantities of 
RCPs. Fortunately, the implementation of counter pressure proved successful enough that 
replicates of Phi29 and lysozyme incubation times were deemed unnecessary. An overall goal 
of the genotyping (in the larger framework of the DµMPLING method) is that it should be 
high throughput, extending certain incubation times for too long would realistically push the 
protocol into a two-day work effort. Since the addition of counter pressure does not extend the 
protocol timewise it is favorable to extending the protocol, even if the same result would have 
been achieved with the latter.  

The improved efficiency of RCP generation for BC2 when increasing the PLP concentration 
to 200 nM and hybridizing at 30 °C could perhaps be achieved through the PLP concentration 
increase alone, since the chip with 30-degree hybridization suffered from air bubbles present 
in the chip as noted in 3.8.3. In fact, the difference in efficiency between EL3001 hybridized 
at 30 °C (71.7%) and previous experiments with EL3001 under similar parameters (91.6% 
and 92.4%) is around 20%, which is also the difference between BC2 hybridized in RT and at 
30 °C. 

Removing the need for RT hybridization of the PLPs would be good, since the specificity 
suffers. In this experiment, there was very little signal overlap. However, this may not be the 
case when genotyping another larger library. 
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4.2 Biased image analysis 

All analysis performed in this project is heavily user-influenced. Since it is the user who 
specifies the threshold for RCP quantification and manually calculates the RCP efficiency, the 
image analysis is in theory suffering from bias. One way to combat this problem would be to 
automate the evaluation of the genotyping. Currently, no such tools that would fit the 
parameters of the genotyping performed herein exist. However, there is an image analysis 
pipeline developed and utilized in the Johan Elf laboratory which in the future might 
hopefully be adapted to suit the needs of the genotyping analysis.  

4.3 RCP stability during multiple rounds of probing 

In this project, the RCP stability was only investigated on the dual barcode strain EL3066 (see 
3.4) and only for two rounds of stripping and reprobing. However, high spatial signal 
correlation has been shown previously for RCPs even after many imaging cycles when RCA 
was applied for in situ sequencing in cells which indicated little to no movement of the RCP 
within the cells without any fixation post RCP generation (Ke et al. 2013). The stability of 
generated RCPs will likely not be an issue for the genotyping of larger libraries where the 
rounds of probing are more numerous.  

4.4 Varying performances of the different barcoded strains are likely due 
to genetics 

Although near complete efficiency was achieved for barcode 1 in both EL3001 and the dual 
barcode strain EL3066, the same cannot be said for the other barcoded strains. The reason for 
this is likely due to the sequences of the barcode transcripts and/or padlock probes 
themselves. The barcode regions of the single-barcode strains are all present on the same loci 
of the E. coli chromosome, which eliminates barcode position as an otherwise possible 
explanation. Looking at the sequences of the three barcode constructs (see appendix A), the 
entire construct for BC1 is around 55 base pairs longer, with an added region directly 
downstream of the padlock target sequence. The RNA sequences for barcodes 2 and 3 are 
therefore shorter, although the PLP binding sites are of equal length. A possible explanation 
for the more efficient genotyping of barcode 1 could be due to the extra length of the 
transcript (or lack thereof) somehow changing the folding of the RNA, which increases 
stability and/or accessibility of the PLP. There might also be other differences between the 
transcripts that are harder to predict, such as various secondary structures that inhibit PLP 
binding.  
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4.5 Future plans for chromosomal genotyping 

4.5.1 Larger barcoded libraries 
The library of barcoded strains included in this project is very small and not comparable to the 
size of a library needed in an actual DµMPLING experiment. Due to the progress made with 
this small proof-of-concept library, further developments of larger libraries are underway. An 
initial library of 15 barcoded strains is currently being cloned. Additionally, a chromosomal 
barcode library with 400 strains is also in development. For the initial 15-strain library, the 55 
nt region present in the barcode 1 construct will be included in all constructs. Genotyping of a 
large chromosomal library would identify barcodes that are efficiently amplified with RCA, 
as was the case for EL3001. As the number of such barcodes increases, the application of the 
genotyping strategy presented herein in a real DµMPLING experiment grows nearer. 
Screening the chromosomal library of 400 barcodes could perhaps yield 200 efficient 
barcodes, which would be enough for genotyping a library in the chromosomal structure 
application project presented in the introduction. 

4.5.2 Using T4 RNA ligase 2 instead of SplintR 
SplintR ligase is an efficient ligase for ligating RNA splinted with DNA, such as a DNA 
padlock probe hybridized to RNA from a chromosomal barcode, with 100x faster ligation 
compared to T4 RNA ligase 2 (Jin et al. 2016). However, it suffers from lower specificity 
compared to T4 RNA ligase 2 which necessitates the separation of hybridization and ligation 
into two different steps, so that SplintR does not ligate the wrong PLPs onto the barcode 
RNA. Transitioning from ligating hybridized padlock probes using SplintR ligase to using T4 
RNA ligase 2 could perhaps allow for hybridization and ligation to be performed in a single 
step without increasing the number of false positives within the cells. Moreover, as 
genotyping is performed on larger and larger pools of barcoded strains, the need for 
specificity grows increasingly important. The protocol will be adjusted for use with T4 RNA 
ligase 2 to see if the lower efficiency of T4 RNA ligase 2 is enough. 
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Appendix A – chromosomal barcode construct 
sequences 
Top strand 
5’-3’ 

Sequence 

BC1 
costruct 

299 nt 

CGCGTTTGGAGATTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGA 
TCTCTACACCTTTTTTAGGATGCTTTGTTTCAGGTGTA 
TCAACCAATAATAGTCTGAATGTCATTGGTTGACCTTT 
GTACATTAATTTAAGGGAGGACTCCCACAGTCACTGG 
GGAGTCCTCGAATACGAGCTGGGCACAGAAGATATG 
GCTTCGTGCCCAGGAAGTGTTCGCACTTCTCTCGTAT 
TCGATTCCCCTAGCATAACCCCTTGGGGCCTCTAAAC 
GGGTCTTGAGGGGTTTTTTGAGAATTCGCTGATGGTTAAA 

BC2 
construct 

244 nt 

CGCGTTTGGAGATTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGATACC 
GCATACGTCCTGAGGGAGAAAGTGGGGGATCGGGAGGA 
CTCCCACAGTCACTGGGGAGTCCTCGAATACGAGCTGGG 
CACAGAAGATATGGCTTCGTGCCCAGGAAGTGTTCGCACT 
TCTCTCGTATTCGATTCCCCTAGCATAACCCCTTGGGGCCT 
CTAAACGGGTCTTGAGGGGTTTTTTGAGAATTCGCTGATGGTTAAA 

BC3 
construct 

245 nt 

CGCGTTTGGAGATTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAGATGGCCACGACC 
AGCTGGCTGGCAGTGACGAAAGTGAGGGAGGACTCCCACAGTCACT 
GGGGAGTCCTCGAATACGAGCTGGGCACAGAAGATATGGCTTCGTG 
CCCAGGAAGTGTTCGCACTTCTCTCGTATTCGATTCCCCTAGCATAAC 
CCCTTGGGGCCTCTAAACGGGTCTTGAGGGGTTTTTTGAGAATTCGCT 
GATGGTTAAA 
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